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Originating in the mountains of East Tennessee...

 At England, our furniture tells a passionate story of quality, craftsmanship, 

and hard work.  Like the generation before them, skilled tradesmen continue the 

time-honored tradition of making custom furniture that our consumers have grown

to love over the last 60 years. Every piece is inspected to ensure that each component

meets England’s high standards for which its reputation has been built. 

 England offers a multitude of customization options including a wide array of 

style and color, tailored to match your perfect needs.  England products are not mass 

produced on an assembly line, but instead custom built for each specific order.  

  Deep in the mountains of North Eastern Tennessee, England Furniture arose

from humble beginnings.  Since its inception in 1964, England evolved from a small

family business of only 3 employees, and has grown into a community supporting

industry of over 1,600 people in the Appalachian region. Despite the company’s

exponential growth it has remained loyal to its home in Tazewell, TN.  

Built with U.S. & imported parts.  
Styles and fabrics are subject to drop at any time. 

Originating in the mountains of East Tennessee...

    

When it comes to choosing furniture for your home, 
you only need one rule: 

Buy  what  you  love!Buy  what  you  love!
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...England continues a 60 year tradition of making quality furniture.

The Willow chair (1640N) in Chester Pebble and La di da Denim with nail heads featured on the front cover.

    

When it comes to choosing furniture for your home, 
you only need one rule: 

Buy  what  you  love!Buy  what  you  love!
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Quality above all.Quality above all.
what does it take to be at the top?

While all of England’s products are wonderfully While all of England’s products are wonderfully 
designed and built, some excel beyond others. designed and built, some excel beyond others. 
Exquisite pieces that have appealed to a variety Exquisite pieces that have appealed to a variety 
of customers, for years. These are the tried-and-of customers, for years. These are the tried-and-
true models that make your home more relaxing true models that make your home more relaxing 
and comfortable. Of course, like all of our designs and comfortable. Of course, like all of our designs 
they are completely customizable and are available they are completely customizable and are available 
in a variety of gorgeous fabrics to fit your needs. in a variety of gorgeous fabrics to fit your needs. 

Quality above all.Quality above all.

Brantley 5630

THomas 4T00
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 Angie 4630

Malibu 2400Collegedale 6200

MONROE 1430

SMYRNA 300

COLE 2880

B E S TB E S T
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The Top Ten Collection has a 
voluminous variety of groups 
that offers something for 
everyone. No matter your 
style,  everything from casual 
to vogue, for living room to 
rec room,  we have an endless 
array of sofas to sectionals all 
of which are available from our 
USA based manufactory. 

Discover the following styles in 
our Best Seller Collection: 
300 Smyrna 
1430R Monroe
2400 Malibu
3300 Anderson
4T00 Thomas
4630 Angie
5630 Brantley
6200 Collegedale
8L00 Lyndon  

For more information on the 
most requested styles in the 
world today check out our 
entire selection at 
EnglandFurniture.com 

Lyndon 8L00

Angie 4630
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Monroe 1430

Smyrna 300
Anderson 3300

www.EnglandFurniture.com
       
  



Eliza                                                                            
630

Philip                                                              
1250

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman, and rocking chair

Available as a sofa and loveseat

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman

Rondell                                                     
2R00R/2R00NR Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat,, and ottoman

Jones                                                                            
1Z00

LUCA                                                          
2C00 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, floating chaise, and ottoman
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Brett                                                              
2250/2250N

Jaden                                                               
2260/2260N

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman, and queen sleeper

Arlie                                                              
2300 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman

7

“Wait, they do rocking chairs “Wait, they do rocking chairs 
too? So cool! I love it!”too? So cool! I love it!”

Ailor                                                                           
2650 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, otto, sofa with drop down tray, and floating otto chaise.



The Jay collection boasts simple design yet offers supreme comfort.  This track arm The Jay collection boasts simple design yet offers supreme comfort.  This track arm 
silhouette boasts a matching welt and pyramid leg.  The group includes a sofa, loveseat, silhouette boasts a matching welt and pyramid leg.  The group includes a sofa, loveseat, 
chair, ottoman, and queen sleeper.  chair, ottoman, and queen sleeper.  

Take a moment to consider the importance of purchasing Take a moment to consider the importance of purchasing 
furniture of any kind. It must be practical, the appropriate size, furniture of any kind. It must be practical, the appropriate size, 
comfortable and look presentable regardless of the setting. comfortable and look presentable regardless of the setting. 
The The Jay 4C00Jay 4C00 accomplishes that. From the back cushion to  accomplishes that. From the back cushion to 
the arm rest this modern work of artistry provides ultimate the arm rest this modern work of artistry provides ultimate 
comfort. Perfect for family or guests as they slip into the comfort. Perfect for family or guests as they slip into the 
instant gratification of high-quality craftsmanship. Each peice instant gratification of high-quality craftsmanship. Each peice 
pours pure pleasure. This sturdy and durable design of pours pure pleasure. This sturdy and durable design of 
England’s trademark mastery provides an extremely pleasing England’s trademark mastery provides an extremely pleasing 
aesthetic that will not only impress the occasional guest, but aesthetic that will not only impress the occasional guest, but 
your home’s natural inhabitants as well.  An understated work your home’s natural inhabitants as well.  An understated work 
of elegance that is purposely designed for the rigors of family of elegance that is purposely designed for the rigors of family 
life while still retaining refinement in this timeless design.life while still retaining refinement in this timeless design.

 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman. 

Chair:           w: 39”   d: 38”   h: 39” 
Sofa:             w: 87”   d: 38”   h: 39” 
Loveseat:      w: 63”   d: 38”   h: 39” 
Ottoman:       w: 30”   d: 23”   h: 21” 
Sleeper:         w: 87”   d: 38”   h: 39” 

B r e a t h e  e a s y . . . B r e a t h e  e a s y . . . 

c o l l e c t i o n sc o l l e c t i o n s



Looking for the perfect chair for Looking for the perfect chair for 
your reading nook or study?  Or your reading nook or study?  Or 
the perfect accent for your sofa? the perfect accent for your sofa? 
Have you experienced furniture Have you experienced furniture 
that you enjoy the actual feel of that you enjoy the actual feel of 
the design? Your hands constantly the design? Your hands constantly 
urged to converse with contours urged to converse with contours 
of the furniture itself? Bask in of the furniture itself? Bask in 
the relaxation of the the relaxation of the Norton Norton 
7050-697050-69 with its non-stationary  with its non-stationary 
smooth swivel construction.  Its smooth swivel construction.  Its 
tall back features graceful curves tall back features graceful curves 
that complement the sloped arm that complement the sloped arm 
and plush seat.  Awaiting your and plush seat.  Awaiting your 
custom desires in gorgeous fabric custom desires in gorgeous fabric 
and leather.and leather.

www.EnglandFurniture.com
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 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman. 

Chair:           w: 39”   d: 38”   h: 39” 
Sofa:             w: 87”   d: 38”   h: 39” 
Loveseat:      w: 63”   d: 38”   h: 39” 
Ottoman:       w: 30”   d: 23”   h: 21” 
Sleeper:         w: 87”   d: 38”   h: 39” 

Dimensions:

7050-69/AL w: 30” d: 40” h: 42”

Dimensions:

4 C 0 0Jay

7 0 5 0 / A LNorton

4 C 0 0Jay

7 0 5 0 / A LNorton

c o l l e c t i o n sc o l l e c t i o n s



Anderson                                                                        
3300 Available as a chair & 1/2, sofa, loveseat, large ottoman, and all of your favorite sectional pieces
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Paxton                                                                            
3B00 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman.

Milner                                                                           
3450 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman, and all your favorite sectional pieces

jay                                                                            
4C00

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman
maya                                                                            
3M00

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman, and queen sleeper



Bowie 3230

reed                                                                           
5Q00/5Q00N

salem                                                                          
5300/5300N
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Rosalie 
4Y00/4Y00N Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman, and all your favorite sectional pieces

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman, swivel glider, and loveseat glider
Rochelle
4000

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman

izzie 
4100

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman

Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman



Willow
1640/N

www.EnglandFurniture.com
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England’s Maya collection is transitional in style England’s Maya collection is transitional in style 
and tailored in design.  Its sloped square arm, tall, and tailored in design.  Its sloped square arm, tall, 
tapered leg, and welted cushions create a silhoette tapered leg, and welted cushions create a silhoette 
that can’t be beat.  Available as a sofa, loveseat, chair, that can’t be beat.  Available as a sofa, loveseat, chair, 
and ottoman.and ottoman.

Furniture is something every home requires. Every body requires rest. This is where these 
two become symbiotic. England has 60 years of experience fine tuning the art of furniture 
construction. It’s not just some wood, springs and fabric that makes a well crafted seat. 
Our Sofas, chairs, loveseats and even ottomans go way above the competition. The Maya 
3M00 collection is no different. Uniquely designed to stand out from other lines, while 
still maintaining a wonderful way to relax, socialize, impress, and entertain your guests and 
family. The eye-catching sweep of the arms only adds to alleviating the pressure of modern 
life as you take great consolation in the freedom of the moment. Life has as many problems 
as the world has varying tastes, and England continually works to offer something for 
every customer. Designs are endless as every piece of furniture is custom-built to fit your 
home’s needs. Indulge in the possibility of losing all worries as your body melds with Maya 
deep into relaxation.

Swivel chair offered with or without nail Swivel chair offered with or without nail 
heads and in two-toned fabric design.heads and in two-toned fabric design.



   Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman. 

Chair:           w: 39”   d: 39”   h: 39” 
Sofa:             w: 91”   d: 39”   h: 39” 
Loveseat:      w: 65”   d: 39”   h: 39” 
Ottoman:       w: 29”   d: 27”   h: 17” 

Dimensions:

1313

Willow 1630/N    w: 34” d: 37” h: 40” 
 Willow 1640/N    w: 34” d: 37” h: 40”

Maya
3 m o o
Maya
3 m o o



Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman

Hallie
9R00 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, and ottoman

Winston
6000 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, ottoman, twin, full & queen sleeper, and all your favorite sectional pieces

Cooper                                                                           
6C00 Available as a chair & 1/2, sofa, loveseat, and large ottoman

14

Available as a chair, sofa, and loveseat
Weaver                                                           
5380

Stacy                                                           
5730/5730N



Norris
9X00 Available as a chair, sofa, loveseat, floating ottoman chaise, and queen sleeper

I z z i e
41004100

I z z i e
41004100

www.EnglandFurniture.com
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The Izzie is a statement of refined taste.  A furniture 
style that speaks with the most elegant finesse. Give 
your home a true posh realism in this transitional piece 
that bridges the gap from vintage richness to 
contemporary lavishness. One could be tempted to 
allow only the most important guests admittance to 
encounter this type of elegance but rest assured that it 
doesn’t have to be that way. 

Some enjoy the finer things and are proud to make their
home beautiful. This suit can only improve the most
sumptuous and sophisticated homes. If that’s not enough,
we can customize it to your personal refined style. The
Izzie has a fashionable, plush bench cushion that makes
group seating even more pleasurable. Supported by pyramid
legs to help create the most lovely silhouette.  Two matching
bolster pillow cushions adorn each classic styled sleek arm
rest while helping make this a style like no other. It can only
be accentuated by its own furniture group containing sofa,
loveseat, chair, and ottoman.  If you want people to know
you earned your success, then show them with the
Izzie 4100.   

Oh my gosh! My mother in law would Oh my gosh! My mother in law would 
love to have that living room suit, I can’t love to have that living room suit, I can’t 
wait till she sees it in mine!wait till she sees it in mine!
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KNOXKNOX  6M006M00
SCOTTIESCOTTIE  9F009F00
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England Furniture has been known for its class and elegance for 60 years, and this collection England Furniture has been known for its class and elegance for 60 years, and this collection 
comes nowhere short of that standard. Our Hidden Gems are truly the silent treasures of our comes nowhere short of that standard. Our Hidden Gems are truly the silent treasures of our 
line. Sometimes overlooked, these soon to be top-tier pieces offer the same style and comfort of line. Sometimes overlooked, these soon to be top-tier pieces offer the same style and comfort of 
our Best Sellers.our Best Sellers.

ROSALIEROSALIE  4Y004Y00

NORRISNORRIS  9X009X00

SALEMSALEM  5300LR5300LR

G E M S
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Imagine the emerging Imagine the emerging 
dusk era of the early dusk era of the early 
evening tagged on to the evening tagged on to the 
end of your workday. Your end of your workday. Your 
arrival home follows a arrival home follows a 
long day of difficulty and long day of difficulty and 
greater need to leave greater need to leave 
stress at the door. Inside stress at the door. Inside 
your home you await your home you await 
decompression and that decompression and that 
requires complete comfort. requires complete comfort. 
The 1Q00 is just one of The 1Q00 is just one of 
England Furniture’s gate-England Furniture’s gate-
ways to serenity, because ways to serenity, because 
when you’re in your when you’re in your 
home, what you rest on is home, what you rest on is 
what makeswhat makes
tomorrow possible. tomorrow possible. 

Dimensions:
Available in your favorite
sectional configurations.

1Q00-10:   w: 44”   d: 44”   h: 20”
1Q00-22: w:44” d: 44” h:38”
 1Q00-39:  w: 37”   d:  44”   h: 38”

S e c t i o n a l sS e c t i o n a l s



www.EnglandFurniture.com
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Using just an armless chair, wedge, and ottoman you can create a sectional 
as small or large as your space allows with our Tyler collection!  This laid 
back overscaled silhouette features a French seam and luxe throw pillows.  
Customize to your hearts content with our vast fabric selection. 

1 q 0 0TylerTylerS e c t i o n a l sS e c t i o n a l s 1 q 0 0
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One of Englands new premier designs, the Kylie is a comfortable One of Englands new premier designs, the Kylie is a comfortable 
friend. Straight forward look and soft warm feel is one of its friend. Straight forward look and soft warm feel is one of its 
best features. Perfect for the family to lounge on a rainy day or best features. Perfect for the family to lounge on a rainy day or 
entertaining old friends for an impromptu reunion. entertaining old friends for an impromptu reunion. 

Dimensions:
3K04:      
3505: 
3K06:
3K07:      

HarlowHarlow
  8c00/Al8c00/Al

The Harlow is the Greek goddess The Harlow is the Greek goddess 
of accent chairs. To reside yourself of accent chairs. To reside yourself 
in it is pure heavenin it is pure heaven..

GIGIGIGI  59305930

w:35”      d38”       h:38”
w:91” d:39” h:39”
w:65”   d:39”   h:39”
w: 29”     d: 27”      h:17” 

Kylie3 k 0 0Kylie3 k 0 0



huck                                                              
2450

charlie                                                              
2630

cole                                                               
2880

Abbott                                                              
3G00

milner                                                             
3450

Miller                                                               
4M00

rouse                                                             
4R00

Anderson                                                              
3300

Malibu                                                               
2400

Monroe                                                             
1430R

2121

Dimensions:
3K04:      
3505: 
3K06:
3K07:      

w:35”      d38”       h:38”
w:91” d:39” h:39”
w:65”   d:39”   h:39”
w: 29”     d: 27”      h:17” 

3 k 0 03 k 0 0
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Angie
4630  

Dolly
5S00 

Brantley
5630 

 Catalina
6N00 

Winston
6000 

Collegedale
6200

Luckenbach
7K00/N 

thomas                                                         
4T00

rosalie                                                               
4Y00/N

BAYLOR
6250
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Our Scottie is the ultimate customizable sectional.   Using its armless chair, corner wedge, and ottoman you Our Scottie is the ultimate customizable sectional.   Using its armless chair, corner wedge, and ottoman you 
can build it as small or large as your space allows!  Its transitional design will work in any home, so go ahead can build it as small or large as your space allows!  Its transitional design will work in any home, so go ahead 
and use this as your blank canvas!and use this as your blank canvas!

Many companies sell you sectionals that have one arrangement where they determined what’s best for you. Many companies sell you sectionals that have one arrangement where they determined what’s best for you. 
England understands you need furniture to fit your home, not what fits someone else’s needs. That’s why England understands you need furniture to fit your home, not what fits someone else’s needs. That’s why 
many of our sectionals, including the Scottie 9F00, are fully customizable. This magnificent milieu of manufacturing many of our sectionals, including the Scottie 9F00, are fully customizable. This magnificent milieu of manufacturing 
offers many pieces to help not only fill your personal space to your needs, but your taste as well. Sectionals offers many pieces to help not only fill your personal space to your needs, but your taste as well. Sectionals 
are not only impressive additions to the home, but offer the ultimate combination of socialization, relaxation are not only impressive additions to the home, but offer the ultimate combination of socialization, relaxation 
and comfort. The 9F00 is a casual, classy, yet calm design that functions in a multitude of arrangements that and comfort. The 9F00 is a casual, classy, yet calm design that functions in a multitude of arrangements that 
can accommodate a family no matter the size.can accommodate a family no matter the size.

Are you sick of being stuck with one way to do things?Are you sick of being stuck with one way to do things?

Dimensions:
Available in your favorite
sectional configurations.

9F00-10:   w: 38”   d: 38”   h: 21”
9F00-22: w:39” d:39” h:39”
9F00-39:  w: 39”   d:  39”   h: 39” 

Scottie9 f 0 0

Lyndon
8L00  

Scottie
9F00 

Scottie 9 f 0 0
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With 60 years of experience building fine furniture, who better With 60 years of experience building fine furniture, who better 
to build the pinnacle in relaxation than England. Kicking back to build the pinnacle in relaxation than England. Kicking back 
in these exquisite fixtures of modern comfort you can be only    in these exquisite fixtures of modern comfort you can be only    
moments away from drifting off into serenity. This design elevates moments away from drifting off into serenity. This design elevates 
aching feet as your tense neck dissolves and allows your body to aching feet as your tense neck dissolves and allows your body to 
melt into a world of pleasure. Dare not deprive yourself of a life melt into a world of pleasure. Dare not deprive yourself of a life 
free of physical diversion which is simply just a reclining chair or free of physical diversion which is simply just a reclining chair or 
sofa away.  And only to make this dream seat even more heavenly, sofa away.  And only to make this dream seat even more heavenly, 
you can have it built to your custom desires. you can have it built to your custom desires. Drift into tranquility 
in our EZ8K00H sectional.  

Achieve a new level of comfort with the EZ8K00 collection.  Featuring a sofa, Achieve a new level of comfort with the EZ8K00 collection.  Featuring a sofa, 
loveseat, chair, and recliner with and without an articulating headrest, this casual loveseat, chair, and recliner with and without an articulating headrest, this casual 
silhouette creates the perfect relaxed ambiance for your home.  Custom order silhouette creates the perfect relaxed ambiance for your home.  Custom order 
to your own taste by selecting one of our 500+ fabrics.to your own taste by selecting one of our 500+ fabrics.

E Z 8 k 0 0 hE Z 8 k 0 0 h

R E C L I N I N GR E C L I N I N G



www.EnglandFurniture.com
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E Z 8 K 0 1 / H :      
E Z 8 K 0 3 2 :     
E Z 8 K 0 5 2 :          
EZ8K085/H:

Dimensions:

Tenement Ochre.
w:32” d:38” h:42”
This beautiful recliner is available 
in fabric types: 1, 11,14, 22,

w: 86”   d: 40”   h: 44”
w: 40”   d: 40”   h: 44”
w: 40”   d: 40”   h: 44”
w: 75”   d: 40”   h: 44”
 

R E C L I N I N GR E C L I N I N G



www.EnglandFurniture.com
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England understands England understands 
that your needs may that your needs may 
change at any time. change at any time. 
That’s why a variety That’s why a variety 
of our products are of our products are 
adaptable to many adaptable to many 
situations. Fromsituations. From
variables sectionals variables sectionals 
to large storageto large storage
ottomans.  We even ottomans.  We even 
put air vents in it! put air vents in it! 
We’ve cornered the We’ve cornered the 
market on options!market on options!

Norris 9x009x00

CATALINACATALINA  6N006N00

Norris 9x009x00

Norris Norris 9X009X00
Available as sofa, sectional sleeperAvailable as sofa, sectional sleeper

U

VE
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A-T I L I T Y
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A-T I L I T Y
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SilasSilas  4250 /N4250 /N  
Our Silas silhouette is as classic as it gets.  Its raised panel roll Our Silas silhouette is as classic as it gets.  Its raised panel roll 
arm can be accented with an optional antique brass nailhead arm can be accented with an optional antique brass nailhead 
trim for a little extra character while its plush seat and back trim for a little extra character while its plush seat and back 
will offer comfort for years to come.  Available as a sofa, loveseat, will offer comfort for years to come.  Available as a sofa, loveseat, 
chair, ottoman, and sectional.  chair, ottoman, and sectional.  

It doesn’t get more classic than England’s EZ2G00 recliner.  It doesn’t get more classic than England’s EZ2G00 recliner.  
It’s modified English arm, plush pub back, and optional nailhead It’s modified English arm, plush pub back, and optional nailhead 
trim create a silhouette that looks great in anytrim create a silhouette that looks great in any
traditional home.  Available in both fabric and leather.traditional home.  Available in both fabric and leather.

hendrix hendrix 7650/AL/N7650/AL/N

Norris 9x009x00
Norris 9x009x00

ROUSE ROUSE 4R004R00

Inviting and uncomonly Inviting and uncomonly 
versatile, the Norris versatile, the Norris 
has a laid back attitude. has a laid back attitude. 
This collection flaunts This collection flaunts 
its transitional look its transitional look 
with its track arm, with its track arm, 
wooden block leg, wooden block leg, 
and plush seat. This and plush seat. This 
silhouette is available silhouette is available 
as a sofa, loveseat, as a sofa, loveseat, 
chair, queen sleeper, chair, queen sleeper, 
and floating ottoman and floating ottoman 
chaise.  Also available chaise.  Also available 
as a leather queen as a leather queen 
sleeper.sleeper.

T I L I T YT I L I T Y
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EZ9K00/H       

1650AL/ALN 

EZ200  

EZ5H00AL/ALN 

 EZ7A00 

 2450P     7300  

 EZ200   EZ1C00/N/H/HN 

   EZ6D00R  

EZ8K00/H       

   EZ1A00/H  



5.

2929
 EZ9P00

210  1650/N 

1650AL/ALN 1950/N

EZ200  

EZ1C00/N/H/HN 

  EZ6x00/al  EZ2600   EZ5H00/N   

EZ5H00AL/ALN  EZ5W00  Ez5W00AL   EZ6D00R 

 EZ7A00 EZ7G00   

  EZ1A0

  EZ9K00/H  



NessaNessa
2 J 0 0 / 2 j 2 0

Are you looking for a chair that will cradle you in stylish comfort?  Its Are you looking for a chair that will cradle you in stylish comfort?  Its 
tall split back, tapered leg, and simple arm create a fabulous transitional tall split back, tapered leg, and simple arm create a fabulous transitional 
silhouette.  Available in both fabric and leather.  Give this ensemble some silhouette.  Available in both fabric and leather.  Give this ensemble some 
sizzle with a 2-tone look like the one pictured here!sizzle with a 2-tone look like the one pictured here!

Many things could be said about the well-crafted, handmade 4890L.  
A modern day casual throne built for the everyday worker. 
Accentuated with high quality, rich leather sides juxtaposed
against your choice of fabrics. Stunning yet understated, rigid
yet comfortable. Pure classic craftsmanship combined with 
present day panache equals tasteful sophistication. 

The Nessa chair is a fabulous The Nessa chair is a fabulous 
addition to any home.  Its addition to any home.  Its 
sloped cutaway arm, pillow sloped cutaway arm, pillow 
back, and plush seat are a back, and plush seat are a 
perfect combination.  Available perfect combination.  Available 
in your choice of over 500 in your choice of over 500 
fabrics.  Match it with its fabrics.  Match it with its 
compatible  gliding ottoman compatible  gliding ottoman 
for utmost comfort! Also for utmost comfort! Also 
available in Leather.available in Leather.

www.EnglandFurniture.com
       
  

BAYLOR
6 2 5 0 A LLevi4 8 9 0 / L BAYLOR
6 2 5 0 A L

Levi4 8 9 0 / L
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One mere pull away from….

Ahhhhhh….

Refinement is what Refinement is what 
you’ll find in the classic you’ll find in the classic 
England EZ2G00/AL/N England EZ2G00/AL/N 
recliner.  A superbly recliner.  A superbly 
modified English arm modified English arm 
sweeping into a plush sweeping into a plush 
pub back, with anpub back, with an
upgradeable nail head upgradeable nail head 
trim.  A perfect silhouette trim.  A perfect silhouette 
that looks great in any that looks great in any 
home.  Available in a home.  Available in a 
multitude of our luscious multitude of our luscious 
fabrics and leathers.fabrics and leathers.

Many a man and woman have felt the 
brunt of aching foot pain. The best 
medicine is perching your fine tootsies 
on this beautiful EZ2G00 leather 
pedestal.

Designed for comfort, durability, and a classic Designed for comfort, durability, and a classic 
look, England’s Baylor collection works well look, England’s Baylor collection works well 
with a variety of home décor.  This silhouette with a variety of home décor.  This silhouette 
features a track arm, plush seat and back, and features a track arm, plush seat and back, and 
weltless cushions.  Available as a sofa, loveseat, weltless cushions.  Available as a sofa, loveseat, 
chair and a half, matching ottoman, and sectional chair and a half, matching ottoman, and sectional 
all available in both fabric and leather.all available in both fabric and leather.

BAYLOR
6 2 5 0 A L
BAYLOR
6 2 5 0 A L

e z 2 g 0 0 / A L / n
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    Auden 3550AL 

Kora 1K00AL/ALN      Monroe 1430LR  Leonard 1930AL/ALH 

 Rondell 2R00ALR/NLR Lochlan 2400AL   Louis 2910AL 

   Maddox 3D00AL   Abbott 3G00LR
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    Auden 3550AL 

  Bailey 4200LR 

 Luther 4530AL/ALN   Ellie 5D00AL   

Canton 7550ALBeale 7350AL/ALN  Lackawanna 7300L      

Collegedale 6200LR    Salem 5300LR/LRN  

beck 3090/AL 

NORTON 7050AL   

  levi 4850AL   

hayli 3090AL 

Nothing feels like leather. I Nothing feels like leather. I 
gotta get one of these!gotta get one of these!
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England works
endlessly to
provide   furniture 
that can fit every 
need. Our sofas are 
soft as snowflakes 
and these sleepers 
are no exception. 
Why they are so 
comfortable and
relaxing that the 
mere sight of them 
could put you to 
sleep. So we had to 
throw some jazz on 
the page to excite 
things up a bit!

Tripp 3T00

 Angie 4630

 Seabury 140 

 Smyrna 300 

 holden 400 

 Savona 900 
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My little boy would love this! My little boy would love this! 
and it would be perfect for and it would be perfect for 
guests!!!guests!!!  

 The stylish Seabury sleeper comes in  The stylish Seabury sleeper comes in 
twin, full, and queen sizes to best suit twin, full, and queen sizes to best suit 
your needs as well as a matching loveseat.  your needs as well as a matching loveseat.  
Customize away with your choice of Customize away with your choice of 
fabrics and mattresses.  We offer the fabrics and mattresses.  We offer the 
visco and air mattress upgrades.visco and air mattress upgrades.

   Winston 6000 Angie 4630

 holden 400 
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beck  3090/Al

Norton  7050/Al

cash 2130

36

A c c e n t  C h a i r s

M o t i o n  C h a i r s

A c c e n t  O t t o m a n s ,
      S t o r a g e  O t t o m a n s

a c c e n t sa c c e n t s
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A c c e n t  C h a i r s
Reagan 510    

Helen 1K00/N

 Carolynne 1930/H   

Shipley 490/N    

Addie 1310    Addie 1320 Annie 1450/N  

 Annie 1470/N    

Reynolds 470/NMartha 410R

Raleigh 1750    willow 1630/N   

June 2A00/N 

willow1640/N   

 BANKS 2B00 Macy 2A20/N

a c c e n t sa c c e n t s
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Parson 2F00/N    

            
       

   Jakson 3C00/N   

  LOREN 2910 

NESSA 2J20

  Malibu 2400X

ELLIS 3S00 

BIRDIE 2850

 CUNNINGHAM 3C20/N KENZIE 3D00

Rayden 3110 

 hutton 2900M

LUCA 2C00-69

CARLIN 2N00-80

NESSA 2J00    

Alex 2350   Malibu 2400

 hutton 2900S
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Taylor 3700

                                                                     
Pharris 3800

Pierce 3310 
                                                                     
Pierce 3320                                                                     

                                                                    
Henley 3350Rayden 3110 

                                                                     
Midtown 3550

                                                                     
Hayli 3900

                                                                     
SMITH 4540

                                                                     
SAYLOR 4530

                                                                     
Corey 4B00

                                                                     
walker 4G00

                                                                     
EZRA 4610

                                                                     
LEVI 4850

                                                                     
LEVI 4890 Emory 4950/N   
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 Ellie 5D00 GIGI 5930   BEAU 6050 

    LINA 6100 COLLEGEDALE 6200 THEO 6300   Hermosa 7F00  

 Hermosa 7F00M Hermosa 7F00S   OLLIE 7000 

 Beale 7350/N     Beale 7370/N      CANTON 7550    Austin 7700

Ellie 5D70

norton 7050
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“I can’t believe it! I can “I can’t believe it! I can 
get this chair with that get this chair with that 
one’s fabric! I can even one’s fabric! I can even 
pick the features!”pick the features!”

WW II NN N I NN I N GG ! ! !! ! !

HENDRIX  7750/N AUSTIN 7700X

  Cullen 8V00XL   HARLOW 8000 

Becca 8Z00  Allie 9G00 

   WRIGHT 8W00

    Asher 9J00S 

Asher 9J00M  

 Camden 9950

tillie 7950 LYNDON 8L00

  Cullen 8V00  
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We have spent 60 years perfecting
our product to make sure you 
receive the very best.  

uncompromising  craftsmanship
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Like this...

9

The Breakdown

How?

Need additional support?  At England we
created a resilient spring foundation that
will hold up to years of use.  We call this
coil supported spring foundation Frame
Coil Core.  

Coil Enhanced Foam Cushions  are  a revolutionary 
design that incorporates the comfort of foam 
with the resilience and support of hand sprung  
tempered steel springs.
 

With the exception of leather styles, our 
cushions are fully reversible.  Rotating your 
cushion will extend its life and help reduce 
the appearance of wear on cushion casings.

Back springs provide extra support and 
comfort.

Perpendicular joints notched for increased 
frame strength.

Our cushion vents allow the cushions to 
“breathe”.  This helps the cushion expand 
and compress with daily use.  

We ues 3/4” or 7/8” furniture grade plywood 
for greater durability.

Seat springs spaced closer together      
and ends double sprung for added durability.

We use generous amount of foam in our 
cushions. Using high density foam and limited 
use of polyester fiber gives the cushion 
more loft and resiliency.



 Follow us @EnglandFurniture

Welcome to the family!  Follow our social media accounts to learn about new products, home 
inspiration, and current trends.  Post a photo of your new furniture with #Englandfurniture for a chance

 to be featured on our feed!  

American  made  by  families

for  your  family.
Built with U.S. & imported parts.  

© 2024 England Furniture Company Printed in the U.S.Awww.EnglandFurniture.com
       
  


